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About This Game

Work in World War 2 Tank Factory, Date Beautiful Girls, and Choose Your Side in Alternate History Visual Novel!

Panzer Hearts is a story-driven game filled with romance and adventure. The setting is an alternate history WW2 where the
warmongering “Empire” is terrorizing its friendly neighbors. The young men and women brainwashed by the Empire see the

war of aggression as justified.

You take the role of a young, naive, brainwashed soldier, Bastian. Wounded in the battle, Bastian gets a second chance to serve
the Empire in a factory building tanks. Some of the people in the factory are linked to Bastian's past and some to his future.

They say love is blind, but in this case love and where it leads our young protagonist can completely change his future and the
course of the war. A chain of events and a cry from his past make Bastian question his loyalty and his side in the war.

The gameplay is visual novel style, so you read the story and make choices, which affect the game. We also have a special tank
building minigame, where you get to build World War 2 tanks! As visual novels go, there is also dating. Your decisions with the

girls might even affect the outcome of the war...
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Experience War From an Uncommon Point of View: On the Home Front

Work in a Tank Factory Building World War 2 Tanks

Date Girls and Reveal Their Secrets

Original Symphony Music Soundtrack

Over 60 000 Words and Over 4 Hours of Gameplay

Never Before Seen Alternate World: Ancient Egypt Meets Totalitarian Germany!
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Title: Panzer Hearts - War Visual Novel
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
HELYEES
Publisher:
HELYEES
Release Date: 25 Apr, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 1.66 GHZ

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Integrated graphics

Storage: 592 MB available space

English
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INDIE TRASH
YOU'RE BETTER OFF PLAYING A PROPER PS1/PS2/NES GAME THAN WASTING YOUR TIME ON THIS TRASH
0/10 SHAME ON THE GAME DEV. realy great graphics but lagging as hell just make it turn based and u might have a
winner.. Honestly had high hopes for this but every update is slowly destroying its usability. It has one of the nicer UI's of the
VR Sculpting programs but you must have to have a pretty beefy machine to use it to it's fullest now, my 1080 and 7700k used
to be able to handle 6-7x resolution but now it's struggles on 5.
Unless you already have the hardware or are super serious about creating using this specifically and are willing to spend the
multiple thousands on the hardware necessary to run it properly I can't recommend buying this, not when there are other
programs like this that work fine at high resolutions.. https:\/\/youtu.be\/koUlSeSjZsE

Fresh faced treasure hunter 'Diamond Dan' is out to build a name for himself by robbing cubist designed temples of their gold,
gems, and load baring scrolls. Thankfully ancient temple design all came from the same temple template of same colored
blocks.

Swipe the escape scroll at the bottom of each temple and get out before it collapses is the core gameplay loop. The randomly
generated levels don't create any movement flow and players are often locked into long periods of waiting for blocks to
randomly move in order to progress.. There's no ♥♥♥♥ing reason why I should turn down my graphics in a bullet hell game
just to make the framerate better.

It's mediocre, it feels amateur.

bleck.. im reviewing this to get the pillars of community badge. 9\/10 would play again. Pilgrim IV,

Ain't here to review this particular product,
but to review the Space Pilgrim Series.

One of the best I seen so far,
able to capture my attention in following the saga.
Every details, puzzles and informations of the characters and dialogues are flawless in connecting between the lines.
Playing through the four episodes,
I have yet to encounter game ending bugs or disappointments.
Basically could not find anything to complain about.

A short story nonetheless, I enjoyed at the low price I paid for.
Well done to the Dev Team.
. Great slice of life visual novel with stuning visuals.

As you could expect from minori (developer of this VN) visuals are absolutly great, there is no comparison to anything else
really. Characters turns theyr heads, eyes are blinking, lips are in sync with voice over and that all in amazing quality. There is
incredible amount of CGs for 15 hours game and even when its just sprite and background, its so well done, its hard to tell them
apart from actual CGs.

Story has good pacing, characters are well written. While main heroine of th\u00eds chapter, Amano Hotaru, really isnt my
favorite of the cast, its still very enjoyable reading (means you will have fun even if you hate tsunderes).

I can only recommend this title! Buy it already!
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Don't worry about it being on rails. It's still a TON of fun. Maybe 100 tons of fun. The sense of scale is unmatched.

The is a fantastic game and one any fan of VR needs in their library.

If you like big stomps robots it's a must have.. Atmosphere is really great. Puzzles are OK. Liked it.. Recieved on discount
$9.00. Played on Vive.

Think it would be a lot of fun with others. No one playing online though... at least today on a Friday afternoon.

Reccommended if you have friends to play with.
. Interesting but lacks finesse. I dont even have 5 minutes in the game. 10/10 would fall off my chair again.

DashPanel now supporting USBD480 screens.:
While previously only supporting USB screens that extended the Windows desktop DashPanel now has built in support for
USBD480 USB 4.3" 480x272 TFT LCD that are used in many simracing wheels and rigs!

. Present Thanks, upcoming Quests:

Thank you. New Location - "Crampton's Warehouse":
The latest build contains a new location : a 19th century warehouse which has remained disused for unknown reasons despite
multiple recent owners. Like the last one, it's another dark location.

The build also contains some new types of ghosts, and some minor fixes.
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. CINERIS SOMNIA Out Now!:
Hi All

We are excited to announce that CINERIS SOMNIA is out now!
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CINERIS SOMNIA is a 3D exploration-style adventure game, which explores a beautifully strange world as it takes a deeper
look into the concepts of purity, ugliness, joy and anxiety – some of the complex and constantly moving parts that make up the
human psyche.
The story progresses as you gradually unravel the mysteries and puzzles found at various points along the way.

Dive into a variety of stories as they each explore a different mystical world, and lead to a conclusion beyond your thoughts and
emotions.

https://youtu.be/d3yUB9DMk8Y

Story. Android Version Update (3.0.0.10030839):

Google Play[play.google.com]
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